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03. (a) Explain what is photoelectric effect and establish Einstein,s photoelectdc
equation.

A certain photo tube requires I volt to serve as th€ stopping potential for light
wavelength 50010. If the light has the wavelength of 375010 the

potential is 1.82 volts. Calculate 1 from this data.

(b) State and explain the Heisenberg,s uacertainty pfinciple.
Find the smallest possible uncertainty in the position of an electron
velocily Jx l0-mJ- .

04. (a) The wave function ofthe eleotron in a hydrogen atom is given by

l:)
tt/lr) = Ae , . where,4 and a are conslanl,

Estimate,

(i) the rormalization constant

fii) expecrarion value of /
- lt\
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(b) (i) Write down the time-independent Schrddinger equation in
Cartesian Co-ordinate system, for a pafticle of mass rr? and
moving in a porential ,/.

moving

are

(ii) Caloulate the possible values ofenergies for an electron in an
be considered as a particle moving inside an inlinite square
widlh a. described by

the energy

atom which

potential well

Y=0,03x<a

V=a,lxl>a,


